
Year 6 Art & DT  Week

Year 6 ART

Autumn -  What was it like to live through World War
2?
(linked to history and English core text)

Spring 1 : How does Greece utilize its
natural resources
(linked to RE)

Spring 1:  What have the Ancient Greeks ever
done for us?
(Link to history)

Summer 1:    Are all rivers the same?

(linked to geography and RE)

3D sculpture  - Henry Moore sculptures Drawing – one point perspective 3D sculpture – Greek style coil pots Painting – Turner/Hockney style painting of
Thames

● Can they explain why they have combined
different tools to create their drawings?

● Can they explain why they have chosen specific
drawing techniques?

● Can they create models on a range of scales?

● Can they create work which is open to

interpretation by the audience?

● Can they create models on a range of scales?

● Can they create work which is open to

interpretation by the audience?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books about

how they might develop their work?

● Do they compare their methods to those of

others?

● Do they adapt and refine their work to reflect its

meaning and purpose, keeping notes and

annotations in their sketchbooks?

● Can they reflect on the overall project: planning,

making and recognising strengths and areas of

improvement, in relation to my initial plan and

final outcome.

● Can they give mature and constructive feedback to

help identify ways to improve their work, justifying

reasons for my answers.

● They can draw pictures with
perspective?

● Can they use knowledge of line and
shape to map out a foreground,
middle ground and background in a
composition?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch

books about how they might develop

their work?

● Can they include technical aspects in

their work, e.g. architectural design?

● Can they give mature and

constructive feedback to help

identify ways to improve their work,

justifying reasons for my answers. 

● Can they use a wide range of techniques in

their work?

● Can they explain what they have chosen

specific painting techniques?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books

about how they might develop their work?

● Do they compare their methods to those of

others?

● Do they adapt and refine their work to reflect

its meaning and purpose, keeping notes and

annotations in their sketchbooks?

● Can they make a record about the styles and

qualities in their work?

● Can they say what their work is influenced

by?

● Can they reflect on the overall project:

planning, making and recognising strengths

and areas of improvement, in relation to my

initial plan and final outcome. 

● Can they give mature and constructive

feedback to help identify ways to improve

their work, justifying reasons for my answers. 

● Do their sketches communicate emotions?

● Can they use knowledge of line and shape to

map out a foreground, middle ground and

background in a composition?

● Can they explain why they have chosen

specific drawing techniques?

● They can draw pictures with perspective?

● Can they use knowledge of the colour wheel

to mix colours, blend, layer and explore

complimentary colours?

● Can they create paint of  the correct

consistency for their work?

● Can they explain what their own style is?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books

about how they might develop their work?

● Can they discuss and describe influential

artists/craftsmaker’s work/movement to

contextualise their work

● Can they say what their work is influenced

by?
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Year 6 Art & DT  Week

The children will:
● Study the artist Henry Moore and his artwork.

● Explore Art Movement: Figurative art and compare

to contemporary artist Antony Gormley.

● Visit Tate Britain, in particular the Henry Moore

rooms. They will use this as preparation and

inspiration for their own artworks and sculptures.

● Practice shading techniques- creating a sphere and

showing where the light hits it.

● Use shading techniques to create their own figure

based on one of the Henry Moore paintings in

sketchbooks

● Use shading techniques to create their own

version of a Henry Moore painting for display.

Chalk on black background. 1 relief colour in

pastel. ½ class

● Use blending techniques to create their own Henry

Moore painting using charcoal on white

background. 1 relief colour in pastel. ½ class

● Sculpture: draw their figure 1st.

● Sculpture: create an armature (skeleton) using

newspaper.

● Sculpture: use papier mache to create the outer

layer of their sculpture. (We are using clay in

Spring term.)

The children will:
● Learn how to draw in one point

perspective.

● Revise the technique of hatching and

learn the techniques of

cross-hatching and stippling.

● Use the technique of one point
perspective to draw their own special
building. (Designed in ICT- sketch up)

● Study the ceramist and contemporary artist

Grayson Perry and his narrative and political

ceramic work.

● Compare to Greek Mythology ceramics: the

role of the pot is to tell a story and how it has

evolved as a craft.

● Explore shaping with clay

● Create their own clay pots

● Paint their clay pots

● Evaluate their finished pots.

The children will:
● Study artist Turner and how he captured rivers

in his water colours

● Compare his work to the contemporary artist

Hockney (The Thames)

● Focus on how they both use colour and effects

of this

● Use the colour mixing technique to create a

sense of depth.

● Explore, practice and use colour matching

techniques. (By colour mixing)

● Create own painting of the Thames using paint of

choice.

Previous Learning
Recap on different types of mark making and how to
create light and dark in a picture using a pencil/medium.
How to make something 2D look 3D in a picture.
How to transform something from 2D- 3D.

Previous Learning
Recap on how to work with clay, different techniques:rolling, coiling, blending, the base and how
to connect two pieces together.
How to transform a 2D design into a 3D sculpture.

Previous Learning
Reflect on colour theory: primary, secondary and
tertiary colours. How to mix and make the colour
you want and how to make a lighter/darker hue
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Recap key skills for painting: mark making and how to
control the paint and make it work for you.

Also recap on painting mark making techniques:
how to build layers, block colour and layer to
create the desired effect.

.

Key Vocabulary
Drawing   Painting
Artists: Henry Moore    Anthony Gormley
Drawing terms: blending   hatching
2-Dimensional

Key Vocabulary
Drawing terms: mark making  tone    hatching, cross hatching, stippling
Ceramics
Artists: Grayson Perry
Ceramic Terms:Ceramics,clay, pottery, craft
rolling,coiling,blending,building

Key Vocabulary
Japanese Printmaking
Artists: Turner and Hockney
Painting terms: Hue Mark making  layer block
blend
the colour wheel primary secondary and tertiary
colours
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